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Public Safety:
‘no serious crime
on campus’
Annual report informs
about crimes and campus
policies
Mike Peterson
Staff Reporter
Sacred Heart University’s Department of Public Safety (DPS)
released its annual Campus Crime Statistics Report on Wednesday,
Sept. 28. The report showed no serious crimes committed on cam
pus.
“I was pleased with the statistics on the report,” said Jack Fer
nandez, director of Public Safety. “They were consistent with past
....................................................... ...
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The report details all crimes committed on Sacred Heart’s
Fairfield, Stamford, Griswold, and Luxembourg campuses. It also
outlines the DPS’s mission statement, security policies, emergency
medical services, and evacuation procedures.
The only crimes appearing on the report were various liquor
law violations, drug law violations, and burglaries.
Many Sacred Heart students feel that the campus is relatively
safe.
“I don’t see much of a threat from anyone around here,” said
junior Thomas Mannuccia.
Senior Samantha Mentore agrees with Mannuccia.
“I think it’s really safe here,” she said. “Public Safety is always
around. I live behind Roncalli, and they’re always doing rounds.”
According to the report, the DPS is the campus agency with
Jurisdiction to handle all security and public safety functions.
Although department officers do not have the authority to
make arrests, they have a cooperative working relationship with lo
cal police, fire, and first responder agencies. Officers also have the
ability to issue citations to students in violation of university poli
cies.
The department is required to publish a crime statistics report
in compliance with the Crime Awareness and Campus Security Act
of 1990, also known as the Clery Act.
According to Fernandez, Fhiblic Safety also issues an annual
fire safety report as required by the Higher Education Act.
Fernandez says that the department also strives to educate the
Sacred Heart community about safety.
“Throughout the year, we send out safety tips, conduct Rape
Aggression Defense (RAD) classes, hold fire safety training, and
conduct safety inspections of buildings,” he said. “All of these mea
sures, and more, are taken to increase the university community’s
safety awareness.”
Students have responded to Public Safety’s awareness efforts
and try to take precautions of their own, especially when out of the
safety of the Sacred Heart campus.
“I live off-campus, so I have to be generally aware of what’s
going on,” said Mannuccia.
One of the ways to stay safe is to stick together when going
out.
“My friends and I travel in packs, and we don’t ever let anyone
go by themselves,” said Mentore.
Fernandez emphasizes that the department cannot take the
proper action to continue to prevent crime on its own.
“We rely on the university members to report suspicious activ
ity and to be aware of their surroundings,” he said.
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Dr. Abigail Disney addresses an andience in the Schine Auditorium on Oct. 3.

Disney speaks on
WOMEN and war
Jacqueline Duda
Asst. News Editor
Dr. Abigail Disney, a philanthropist and award
winning filmmaker, has taken the topic of war, a
controversy that communities as well as individuals
are faced with worldwide, and given it a different
viewpoint.
On Monday, Oct. 3, Disney came to Sacred
Heart University to speak about her upcoming fivepart series made up of hour-long documentaries en
titled “War, Women, and Peace.”
The purpose of the documentary is to take a
look at war from a nontraditional viewpoint — the
perspective of the women affected by war.
“The documentary is about women in war,”
said Disney. “Specifically, the courageous women
who work for justice and peace.”
Each hour of the film is set in a different loca
tion.
The documentary focuses on women in that
place who see their friends, family, and neighbors
involved in the war, and the different roles they play.
The war zones that are shown throughout the
series are Bosnia, Afghanistan, Colombia, and Libe
ria.
When asked how the decision to pick each lo
cation was made, Disney said it was a difficult one

due to the number of conflicts occurring. She knew
she wanted to cover one in the Western Hemisphere
(Colombia), and one that the United States was in
volved in (Afghanistan).
The clips that were shown as part of the pre
sentation reflected war as the women saw it, giving
viewers insight into what can be expected from the
documentary.
“The pieces of the documentary that were
shown were very moving,” said senior Kimberly
Rooney. “They were different from other war scenes
we have seen and made an impact that made me want
to see what else these women are going through.”
Disney is the great-niece of entertainment icon
Walt Disney. Her film credits include the acclaimed
“Pray the Devil Back to Hell,” which recounted
a movement of Liberian women against warlord
Charles Taylor.
She is also the cofounder and copresident of
the Daphne Foundation, an organization that funds
anti-poverty programs in New York City.
Disney hopes that the documentary, which
will air Oct. 11 on PBS, will open people’s eyes to
other issues individuals are confronted with when it
comes to war scenarios.
“The best we can hope for is the start of some
dialogue and the start of something new,” said Dis
ney. “We hope to encourage people to cover these
stories as well.”

Heart
ONE Campaign
looks to prevail in
Campus Challenge
Erin Burke
Columnist
The ONE Campaign has been active at Sacred Heart Uni
versity for over six years, and has been consistently ranked
one of the Top 20 Collegiate Organizations m the country.
This is measured through their efforts m what is called the
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ONE Campus Challenge, or the OCC.
.. ,
Today, the ONE Campus Challenge will kick off on
campuses across the country for the fifth year
a row, as
thousands of students work to earn the Ude of the fiercest,
extreme poverty-fighting student body in the coimttyWith a new structure, and a prize worth fighting
,
ONE Campus Challenge resumes with more than 30,000 stu
dents from across 250 college campus chapters nationwide

for students in the Thomas More Honors Program at Roncalli Hall.
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Sacred Heart emphasizes academics
over
housing
o •
.^nrrp.H Heart over colAndrea Coronis
Staff Reporter
As times change, some urn versifies are updating
residential housing to adapt to new students.
According to an article by CNN, schools across
the nation are offering improved living situations to at
tract more potential students.
At the University of Michigan, a new state-ofthe-art building now has 450 residential rooms, study
lounges with SMART Boards, high-tech classrooms,
and flat-screen televisions previewing events in nearly

Senior Marc Gratta chose Sacred Heart over col
leges with more lavish housing. “I decided that I didn’t
need to go to a school with the most amazing dorms,
he said.
On the other hand, other universities believe that
changes need to be made in order to accommodate stu
dents and their belongings.
A dorm room at Sacred Heart contains a bed, desk,
dressers, a refrigerator, and a microwave. In addition to
those utilities, many students said they also bring a lot
of extra possessions, which makes for cramped living

every hallway.
The dorms at Michigan are just as luxurious as the
new building.
According to CNN, the dorm has suite-style liv
ing arrangements intended to mimic apartment layouts.
A new apartment complex at the University of
Michigan comes with leather couches, a flat screen
television, granite kitchen counters, and students’ own
washers and dryers.
While some universities are going to extremes to
lure in potential students. Sacred Heart University fo
cuses on something it believes is more important.
“Most students are attracted to Sacred Heart be
cause of our academic quality,” said Joel Quintong, Di
rector of Residential Life. “It is a place where students
will accomplish their goals.”
According to the Sacred Heart website, more than
70 percent of full-time undergraduates at the school
elect to live on-campus as part of the Residential Life
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program.
Sacred Heart Residential Life is designed to help
students connect with others while finding a home
away from home.
“Students here leam early how to deal with others
and commimicate through housing,” said Quintong.
Some students said that when choosing Sacred
Heart, housing was not a factor in their decision.
“I came here because I just really liked the cam
pus,” said freshman Serena Doyle. “I liked that it was
small because I came from a small high school and
that’s what I’m used to. I also loved all of the people I
met.”

spaces.
• , . j
“My dorm room is really cramped, and it s hard to
fit all of my stuff everywhere,” said Doyle.
Students said that they thought Sacred Heart could
attract more incoming freshmen if campus housing was
updated.
“I think that upgrading housing would be a great
idea here, especially freshman housing,” said senior
Marcella DeCarlo. “When students start to look at col
leges, where they are going to live has a huge impact on
their decision, so when they see a brand new, upgraded
dorm, they are more likely to consider that school.
In addition to luxurious on-campus housing, some
private companies are offering first-rate off-campus
housing near major umversities.
One company. Landmark Properties, has units
near the University of Alabama, the University of
Georgia, and North Carolina State University.
DeCarlo also feels that the school could attract
upperclassmen by making on-campus housing more
comfortable.
“I think it’s harder to attract upperclassman be
cause they look to move off-campus,” she said. “But
if there is a brand-new dorm for upperclassmen to live
in that contains the luxuries juniors and seiuors desire,
then they nfight consider living on campus.”
Senior Brendan Guerrin feels that more housing
should be available for upperclassmen.
“At a lot of schools, housing is only guaranteed
for freshmen,” he said. “If there was more housing
available for juniors and seniors, they would be more
likely to stay on campus for all four years of college.

and a first place title that is still anybody’s game.
Launched in 2007, the OCC is an intercollegiate com
petition designed to mobilize students to make a difference
^ the fight against extreme poverty through advocacy campaigns
Season five of OCC will have two competitions. The fall
challenge starts now, and we will launch the spring challenge

in early 2012.
This year, ONE will take students from its top six cam
puses to the Bonnaroo Music Festival in June 2012, where
they will help share its Living Proof campaign with thousands
of fans. The winning campuses will be chosen based on theii

performance in the fall and spring challenges.
“I’m excited to see what the students will come up wifi
this season,” said Sheila Nix, ONE’s U.S. executive director
in a press release sent by the organization. “They never fail U
deliver in terms of their creativity, passion and dedication t(
helping their counterparts in Africa build a sustainable path

way out of poverty.”
This sentiment is echoed by Matt Higginson, ONE s se
nior manager for College and Young Adult Organizing.
“Students are often on the front lines of movements fiu
ignite change,” he said in the release. “Going into the 201
elections, they represent a coveted political constituency wit

a uniquely powerful voice.”
With that said, Higginson is proud of the orgamzation
accomplishments.
“The ONE Campus Challenge has evolved from a ti
contest to being a critical pillar of ONE’s advocacy efforts
Higginson continued. “This year is bigger and better thi

ever.”
Sacred Heart Co-President, junior Margaret O Connc
comments on Sacred Heart’s participation in the OCC.
“As a campus and really as a generation, we ve tak
on this issue as our own and the ONE Campus Challenge is
vehicle for us to keep pushing harder. We’re ready to hit t
ground running, and rest assured that Sacred Heart will be

top come June.
As of Sept. 29, students have embarked on four ch
lenges to help promote ONE priorities.
Specifically, these include the importance of contini
U.S. investments in agriculture to fight the current famine <
sis in Somalia, and the push to end mother-to-child transrr
sion of HTV.
As campuses take action, they will also earn points in

challenge.
The more effective and innovative the actions, the m
that points schools will be awarded in the competition.
If you are interested in helping to make a differei
come to the meetings on Tuesdays at 10:10 p.m. in Hav
Lounge, to leam more and see what you can do!
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IRISH STUDIES MINOR
Davis ruling
gets students OPENS UP OPPORTUNITIES
talking
Sofia Carolan
Staff Reporter

Jacqueline Duda
Asst. News Editor
Controversy over a recent capital crime case was
brought to a end two weeks ago. Georgia death row
inmate, Troy Davis, was convicted of the murder of a
police officer in 1991, and was executed through lethal
injection on Sept. 21.
Davis was charged in Savaimah, GA on Aug. 19,
1989. The decision for capital punishment was made
in 1991, but the action was not carried out until now.
“Troy Davis had more than 20 years of court
hearings all the way up to the U.S. Supreme Court,”
said criminal justice professor James McCabe. “The
term ‘rightly convicted’ is a misnomer.
“He had all the opportunities a criminal defendant
can have in our system of justice. So did he have fair
access to the courts and a full exploration of his case?
Yes, he did.”
Davis made a final attempt to plead his innocence
in the shooting and killing of a police officer. He was
still found guilty and was executed at age 42.
According to an article from the Associated Press,
several witnesses placed Davis not only at the scene of
the crime, but also as the shooter. Controversy arose
when no murder weapon was found. A lack of blood or
DNA evidence also failed to link Davis to the crime.
The state of Georgia is one of 34 states that of
fer the death penalty as a punishment for committing a
capital crime. Other states include Connecticut, which
is one of the only Northeastern states where the death
penalty is legal.
McCabe believes that the death penalty will con
tinue to divide states in the coming years.
“1 don’t think it will be possible, or even an ap
propriate goal, for all 50 states to have the exact same
laws when it comes to capital punishment,” he said.
McCabe believes the reason for state disagree
ment has to do with the two guidelines set by the U.S.
Supreme Court in “Gregg v. Georgia.” This 1976 rul
ing, mandated appellate review, and the use of aggra
vating and mitigating factors in determining the appro
priate sentence of death.
“These conditions have been expanded upon
since ‘Gregg,’ but allow states leeway to craft law that
meets their individual interests, while still comporting
with the Eighth Amendment bar on cruel and unusual
punishment,” said McCabe.
The difference in opinion does not only exist
among the states. It is also evident when talking to
members of the Sacred Heart University community.
“I believe the death penalty is not an appropriate
form of punishment. It is too costly in both financial
and human terms, does not make society any safer, and
I believe it is morally wrong to take a person’s life in
this fashion,” said McCabe.
Some Sacred Heart students agree that the death
penalty is improper.
“I think in certain cases, the death penalty is ap
propriate, but in most situations I think it would be
better to just let prisoners spend their life in jail to re
flect and understand the severity of their actions,” said
freshman Katie Duda.
Other students support the state’s right to execute
prisoners.
“I am for the death penalty,” said senior Kristin
Legenza. “If you take a life you should not be able to
keep your own.”
Senior Adam Turner agrees. “I am a conserva
tive,” he said. “I believe that if you were found guilty
of a crime, you deserve to be punished. And if you
coimnitted a crime that resulted in many deaths, the
government has the right to put you to death.”
For senior Ryan Urso, the state-to-state variance
of death penalty laws makes it a somewhat difficult
issue. “I think it’s a proper punishment for certain
crimes, but it’s tough to only make it legal in some
states,” he said.

The SHU in Ireland program offers students the chance
to study a variety of courses while iimnersing themselves in
a foreign culture.
When taking part of the minor in Irish Studies at Sa
cred Heart, you also have the opportunity to travel across
the globe to experience new cultures and an in-depth history
of the Celtic culture.
“The Irish Studies minor is an opportunity that is open
to any student here at the university — to have a focused
program of study on Irish culture, Irish history, and Irish
society,” said Dr. Gerald Reid, associate dean in the College
of Arts and Sciences and professor of sociology.
Sacred Heart operates its program in Ireland through
a partnership with the Diseart Institute of Education and
Celtic Culture.
The campus is located in Dingle, County Kerry, Ire
land — one of Ireland’s officially designated “Gaeltacht” or
Irish-speaking districts.
“It is one of the places in the country to actually be im
mersed in the Irish language,” said Reid.
Through this partnership, the SHU in Ireland program
offers short-term and semester programs of study. Course
offerings include anthropology, archaeology, history, Gaelic
language, literature, media studies, music, and religious
studies.
“We have a number of courses each year to fulfill that
minor,” said Reid.
However, it is not a requirement to take all courses in

abroad in order to complete the minor.
“To successfully complete the Irish Studies minor you
have to take at least one course in Ireland,” said Reid. “The
program and minor are two different things, but they are
connected.”
The course requires that students eiu'oll in five courses
and receive a total of 15 credits, although some go on the
trip without being part of the Irish Studies minor.
“Most of the students who study in Ireland are not
there to minor in Irish Studies,” said Reid.
The campus in Dingle is located in the heart of the city.
It offers students one-of-a-kind architecture of stained glass
windows and walled gardens surrounding the facility.
“We rent classroom space and housing,” said Reid.
Students studying in the SHU in Ireland program are
housed in cottages, which are within walking distance of the
classroom building.
“There are beautiful cottages where the students can
live,” said Reid.
The program includes several overnight excursions.
Past semester students have gone to places such as Killarney, Dublin, Belfast, Galway, and Frankfurt to explore new
opportunities and cultures.
Different activities include cultural activities such as
Irish set dancing lessons, pottery making, concerts, and fes
tivals.
Sacred Heart’s Irish Studies minor offers a familiarity
with the culture, not only in the classroom, but also in the
heart of Ireland.
“It was an experience unlike any other,” said junior
Sam Giordano. “I would go back in a heartbeat.”

Photo Courtesy of Jackie Fede

Students participating in the SHU in Ireland program get a scenic view of the Atlantic Ocean.

Obama, Republicans disagree on jobs bill
Associated Press
The White House and congressional Republicans just
can’t agree on the best prescription for the economy, with
President Barack Obama demanding passage of his $447
billion jobs bill and the GOP pushing to cut government red
tape.
Both efforts, the focus of competing radio and Internet
addresses Satinday, face little chance of success as all-ornothing proposals in a divided Congress.
Three weeks after Obama submitted his legislation, the
Democratic-controlled Senate has yet to consider it.
“It is time for Congress to get its act together and pass
this jobs bili so I can sign it into law,” he said in his Saturday
address.
The president has mounted a steady public campaign
on behalf of his bill, trying to cast Congress and Republi
cans in particular as obstacles. With a populist flair, Obama
has barnstormed across the country to prod Congress, so far
to no avail.
Obama’s public approval ratings have held steady in
the low 40 percent range, but the public’s assessment of his
handling of the economy has been significantly lower.

Obama’s proposal would cut payroll taxes for work
ers and for businesses, lengthen jobless benefits, spend on
public works projects and pay local and state governments
to keep teachers, police and firefighters on the job.
He has proposed paying for the legislation with tar
geted tax increases.
They include limits on deductions taken by wealthier
taxpayers and ending oil and gas subsidies.
Republicans have said some of his proposals, such as
the payroll tax cuts, are worth considering. But they object
to spending proposals and flatly reject raising taxes to pay
for them.
There are 51 Democrats in the Senate and two inde
pendents who typically vote with them and 47 Republicans.
But it usually takes 60 votes to overcome procedural road
blocks and pass legislation.
In his address, Obama said that “some Republicans in
Congress have said that they agree with certain parts of this
jobs bill. If so, it’s time for them to tell me what those pro
posals are.”
Obama said that if people who listened to his remarks
feet the same way, “don’t be shy about letting your con
gressman know. It is time for the politics to end.”

Perspectives
Don't ask,

do tell

Obama administration repeals ^DADT^
Keisan Gittens
Staff Reporter
At 12:01 a.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 20, bisexu
als, gays, lesbians, and transgender individuals
serving in the U.S. military were no longer pe
nalized for their sexual orientations, as President
Barack Obama repealed “Don’t ask don’t tell”
(DADT).
“1 feel like it was about time. It’s bothered
me for a while,” said president of Sacred Heart
University’s Gay-Straight Alliance (GSA), ju
nior Ariel David.
Before former President Bill Clinton signed
the DADT law in 1993, gays were excluded
from serving in the military.
“I think students in the area will definitely
be inspired because it’s a step forward to allow
them the same rights as straight people,” said
sophomore Anthony Chawiche.

“1 think ultimately, people will
find that a common solidarity when
confronting a foe is more significant
than someone’s sexual orientation.”
-

Sean McCarthy, junior

While “DADT’ permitted members of the
gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender com
munity to serve, it prohibited queries into an
individual’s sexual orientation and self-proclamations of homosexuality. If discovered, homo
sexuals were discharged.
“I don’t understand what the big deal is,”
said junior Steven Percio in reference to homo
sexuality in the military.
The repeal asks that gay individuals not ex
hibit public displays of affection.
According to the Associated Press, “Service
members who were discharged under ‘DADT’
will be allowed to re-enlist, but their applica
tions will not be given priority over those of any
others with prior military experience who are
seeking to re-enlist.”

According to an article on Reuters’ website,
since “DADT” was passed in 1993, over 13,000
homosexuals have been expelled from the armed
services.
Students now seem happy with the repeal of
the act.
Junior Faustine Jean Batiste said, “Society
is changing a bit. People are more accepting and
some people don’t really care.”
While some students are inspired by the re
peal, others are weary of the possible repercus
sions.
“I’m hoping they’re not treated differently,”
said David. “I hope this doesn’t’ start any bully
ing or things like that.”
Senior Andrew Delacroix voiced his con
cern.
“When the law was enforced, there would
have been less hazing, but now because it’s be
ing repealed, there may be more hazing,” said
Delacroix.
Others like junior Sean McCarthy, are also
skeptical of the repercussions, but seem hopeful.
“Certainly it’s always the case when posi
tions change that people have to adapt to it,” said
McCarthy. “I think ultimately, people will find
that a common solidarity when confronting a foe
is more significant than someone’s sexual orien
tation.”
David said that the GSA’s perspective on
the issue was unanimous.
“We all have the same point of view — it
shouldn’t have lasted this long,” said David.
Delacroix said that homosexuals shouldn’t
be treated differently, especially in the military
“ because in the end, everyone is human.
“If they want to defend their country they
have every right to. I don’t see what is the differ
ence between them putting their life on the line
and heterosexuals putting their lives on the line,”
said Delacroix.
Jimior Steven Percio agreed.
“If soldiers are fighting for us, I don’t think
their sexual orientation should really matter. If
someone wants to fight and they’re homosexual,
heterosexual, bisexual, or whatever-sexual, I say
go ahead - we need as many soldiers as we pos
sibly can have,” he said.

FRIENDS WHO EAT TOGETHER
REPEAT EACH OTHER
Christina Cominelli
Staff Reporter
Whether it’s a pepperoni pizza at a study
group or catching up over lunch, many students
often eat with their friends. By frequently eating
together, certain diets and eating patterns can be
formed among friends and family.
Studies have shown that social ties influ
ence eating behaviors. Friends, peers, family
members, and couples who eat together may de
velop similar eating habits.
These eating habits - whether healthy or
not - are especially evident at colleges, whefe
students are constantly surrounded by their
friends and classmates and share multiple meals
a week with each other.
“My friends and I are trying to eat healthy
together and it’s actually not that hard since we
have a lot of our meals together,” said freshman
Nicole Morra. “It gets us in the habit of eating
food that’s good for us, and we’re more likely to
eat better when we’re with each other.”
Healthy eating seems to be important for
many Sacred Heart University students.
“I’m very strict with my food choices and
basically only eat healthy foods,” said sopho
more Carly Arsenault. “When I’m with my
friends and family, I know what to eat and what

not to eat. I think my food choices have influ
enced my friends’ choices as well.”
While friends can benefit from each other
by eating better foods, one study showed that
healthy eating patterns are actually the least
commonly shared behaviors between friends
and family at dinner tables.
Eating together can also have a negative
impact, and diets can change for the worse.
According to the Framingham Heart Study
as reported in the Huffington Post, the habits that
were most shared between people who eat and
drink together were drinking alcohol and eating
snacks.
“Even though we try to eat healthy, it’s
definitely harder when my friends and I go out
to get food,” said Arsenault.
The Framingham Heart study also reveals
that the stronger the shared environment is be
tween friends or couples, the more probable it is
for them to eat similarly.
So whether it’s eating wings with your boy
friend during a football game or having a salad
with your girlfriend at lunch, the people you sur
round yourself with at meals will directly impact
the way you eat.
“It’s sometimes just simpler to get food
that’s not the healthiest when with friends,” said
Arsenault. “Popcorn is basically a necessity
when we all go to the movies.”
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UC Berkeley students sell cupcakes for controversial prices at campus
bake sale.

Cal students cook
up controversy on
Berkeley campus
Ashley Prashad
Contributing Writer
California Governor Jerry Brown is in the process of reviewing Senate
Bill 185, which would oblige the state of California and their public uni
versities to review gender, race, and ethnicity when admitting prospective
students.
The affirmative action bill has created a stir on the University of Califor
nia Berkeley campus.
As a result, students of the university staged a protest in the form of a
cupcake bake sale.
For every confection sold, Caucasians were expected to pay $2, Asians
$ 1.50, Latinos $ 1, African Americans 75 cents and Native Americas 25 cents.
In addition, all women received a 25 cent discount on the cupcakes.
Sacred Heart University junior Fatima Butt said that she would have
objected to the new admission guidelines as well.
“I think it’s wrong — everyone should be treated equally, so I would
have protested,” Butt said.
The UC Berkley students used the cupcakes to represent what they also
believed to be an inequality in the admissions process.
Sophomore Arianna Narayan said that when she first heard about the
cupcake sale, she was concerned about how the pricing was based upon race
and gender.
“In a way, it began to feel like a personal attack, because I am a woman
of a different race,” Narayan said. “However, I realized that it raised a con
troversy that even I was concerned with.”
Narayan’s concerns coincide with many other students’ beliefs that the
protest was just, and that SB 185 is an unfair law.
Professor Christopher Kelly from the religious studies department said,
“It was a great way of drawing attention to the problem.”
Many students thought of the cupcake sale as reverse racism, using prej
udice as a tool to fight racial discrimination.
Junior Gwen Burdge said that although she agrees with the students,
they went about the protest in the wrong way.
“I think they should use a different mechanism to fight this issue, not
arguing it using tit for tat,” Burdge said.
Junior Sherrod Williamson is a member of the multicultural club UMOJA, which promotes unity and inclusion within the Sacred Heart conmiunity.
He said that he has mixed feelings about the situation as a whole.
“Society is making up for what they have done to people of color in the
past. It is the truth that people of color have fewer opportunities, but it is not
fair that Caucasians have to pay more,” Williamson said. “Regardless, this
protest was needed to show that it is unfair for both sides.”
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One step closer to
unlimited cell service

HE Said/She Said

of common courtesy, people should put
their cell phones away.”
While talking on a cell phone can
irritate some, texting can also create a
You’ve got mail — and text messag
problem for others.
es, and phone calls — even underground.
“I’m not a fan of cell phones. They
According to a press release from
are inappropriate in lots of places, like
the Metropolitan Tranist Authority
churches, classes, and offices,” said Dr.
(MTA), six subway stations in New York
Sandra Young, English professor.
City now enable cell phone service for
Other students feel this further il
AT&T and T-Mobile subscribers, as of
lustrates a general dependency on elec
Tuesday, Sept. 27.
tronic devices.
Transit Wireless, owner and op
“I think that society is becoming too
erator of the subway station wireless
attached to technology — cell phones in
communications network, predicts the
particular,” said senior Allison Thurston.
remaining 271 stations will have the ser
“People are constantly on their phones
vice within the next four years.
and almost feel like they are missing part
“Working with the Metropolitan
of themselves if they don’t have their
Transportation Authority, AT&T and Tphone.”
Mobile, Transit Wireless has created a
However, Thurston also sees the
win-win-win scenario in the New York
value in underground service.
City subway system,” said Transit Wire
“For security purposes, as well as
less CEO William A. Bayne Jr., in the
travel purposes, it would be much eas
MTA press release.
ier if people were able to use their cell
phones,” she said.
“For security purposes,
She is not the only one. Sophomore
Andrew
Borts believes the ability to
as well as travel purposes, it
make a phone call, or send a text will be
would be much easier if peo instrumental in crime prevention.
ple were able to use their cell
“I think that cell phone service is
something that should be available in as
phones for emergencies.”
many places as possible in order to make
public places, such as subways, safer,”
— Allison Thurston, senior
said Borts.
Many students believe in a happy
medium, so to speak. While phones
Some Sacred Heart University stu
should be available for safety reasons,
dents feel this initiative will be detrimen
many students believe that social func
tal to transit riders.
tions are seen as excessive.
———-^‘The subway is a closed area with
“A cell phone should work at all
a bunch of people crowded into it — lis
times in case something bad happens and
tening to someone’s loud and personal
people need to get in touch with either
conversations when you want a quiet
911, family members, or friends,” said
morning commute is obnoxious,” said
Thurston. “Other than that, cell phones
sophomore Anthony Pascarella. “Out
shouldn’t have to be used in subways.”

What makes or breaks a date?

Julie Baumgart
Stajf Reporter

1ST YEAR STUDENTS: ARE YOU UNSURE
OF YOUR MAJOR OR CAREER PATH?
DONT WAIT TO DECIDE!

JOIN THE MAJOR IN SUCCESS PROGRAM TODAY
You will:
• Get assistance from a peer mentor and career coach while
investigating the majors/ minors SHU offers
• Take assessment inventories to learn more about yourself
• Identify majors/ careers that are best suited to your personality
• Learn how to find information on majors and how they can
relate to certain career fields
• Learn how to get accurate information about different occupations
• Hear from other undecided students
• Gain access to PIONEERLINK, SHU's recruiting system host
to different employers, organizations, alumni mentors, and
many other career resources
EARLY CAREER DEVELOPMENT IS KEY FOR
SUCCESS UPON GRADUATION!
VISIT HERE TO JOIN THE PROGRAM:
http://www.sacredhearLedu/pages/13715_major_in_success_senninars.cfm
Or SHU's home > Quick Links >Career Development > Student > Major In
Success Program > Major In Success Seminars

Arielle
Mangiaracina
She said

It’s going to be difficult for me to
write about what makes or breaks a date
because, truth be told, it’s been a couple
of months since I’ve actually been on one
and I may have forgotten what makes or
breaks a good date. It’s not a matter of not
wanting to go out with someone new —
I’m just nervous.
An ideal date, for me, would be one
that was fun, relaxed, and altogether a
night to get to know the person I am going
out with a little better.
I’m a simple guy, so a great date can
consist of anything such as: dinner and a
movie, driving to the nearest marina to
watch the sun set, or even just watching
“Criminal Minds” and eating ice cream.
What breaks a date for me is when
someone can’t be exciting or interesting.
It’s always a blast to go on a date where
there’s excitement going on around you,
but the first date should be little different.
For a first date, I think the excitement of
the evening has to be found within the two
people who are going on the date because
they are the focus.
If you’re beginning the process of
dating, you need to determine on the first
date that you’re excited to be around the
person. If you’re bored with someone
and you’re not being the boring one, then
move on to the next person. Life is too
short and there are way too many people
in the world to not be happy and excited.
Of course, feelings come into play
when making or breaking a date as well.
Maybe there is a girl who you’ve always
had a crush on and decides she’ll give
hanging out with you a shot. You might
find out that she is not what you were ex
pecting and maybe even a little uninterest
ing. You could also find out that she’s a
“meanie” — but then again, these are the
negative sides of it.
On the other hand, you could be
hanging out with someone you truly want
to spend your time with. She may feel the
same way about continuing to date and
that feeling is absolutely worthwhile.
The beauty of a great date is that it
gives you the opportunity to be yourself.
If the girl you’re out with can accept you
and have fun while also being herself, it
can open the door to so many more op
portunities with that person.
Hey, if it doesn’t work out, then no
harm done — go your separate ways and
move on. I know it never seems that sim
ple, but sometimes if you’re feeling a cer
tain way, then the person who you are on
the date with may be feeling that way as
well.
Sometimes there is no real explana
tion for what makes or breaks a date. I al
ways bring up honesty each week in some
way and I’m going to use it again. Hon
esty with the person you’re taking out is
always a big thing. If you can’t be yourself
around the person, then what does that say
about you? Be yourself and give it a real
chance. You never know what you’ll find.
Who cares if it’s a good date or a bad
date? Hey, at least you tried. This is advice
even for me and now that I think about it,
I would definitely like an opportunity to
meet a girl who would like to go out on a
first date with me. Who knows what I may
find... are there any takers?

So many things can make or break
a date depending on the person, the situ
ation, or a variety of different elements.
When I sat down to think about this ques
tion, I didn’t know where to start.
In an attempt to gain some perspec
tive on this matter, I asked some of my
girlfriends what their opinions on it were
and I got various answers. Some were typ
ical and some were a little more uncon
ventional.
Here are some of the responses I re
ceived for what breaks a date:
“If he doesn’t offer to pay.”
“If he initiates or talks about sex.”
“If he is too into himself or takes lon
ger to get ready than me.”
“If his mom calls to check on him.”
Manners are a big one that can either
make or break a date. A guy has to be po
lite to me, waitresses, and anyone else we
would come in contact with while we’re
out — rudeness is just not acceptable. Tex
ting, tweeting, updating your Facebook
status, and generally using your phone
while on a date is discourteous. It shows
that you are uninterested in being there or
with your date.
Guys, be a gentleman when you are
on date. Open the car door for her and pull
out her chair. Trust me, she will notice and
appreciate it.
Chemistry definitely makes a date. If
the conversation happens naturally, that’s
a plus. However, not talking enough or
talking too much, can break a date. No
body wants to sit across from someone
who’s not going to talk unless they are
asked questions. On the other hand, no
body wants to sit across from someone
who is going to ramble on and on about
anything and everything.
Certain topics should also be avoided
on a date — particularly a first, second,
or third date, when you’re still trying to
get to know each other. Talking about re
ligion, politics, exes, and any other topics
that could make the other person uncom
fortable should be avoided. Talking nega
tively about other people or the place you
are in should be avoided too, as you do not
want your date to get the wrong idea about
what type of person you are.
In addition to having a bad conver
sation, behaving strangely or inappropri
ately while on a date can break a date. Odd
behavior can mean a number of ^things,
including but not limited to drinking too
much, making dirty jokes, checking out
other girls or guys, and getting too touchyfeely.
You know you have chemistry right
at that first date though if you have long
conversations that make you lose track
of time, stop, and wonder how you got
on that topic. When you feel comfortable
with other person, your conversation and
the progression of your relationship will
have a natural, easy, feeling.
On a great date, you and the other
person can make each other laugh; there
are no, or few if it’s a first date, awkward
silences. If you can talk like you have
known each other for years even though
you just met then you’re on a good date.
Finally, if at the end of the night you know
you want to see the other person again
then you went on a good date.
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Making a leap of faith, with a leap across the pond
tages were we greeted by Sean Pol, the program director
I got to experience Dingle’s 6 a.m. parade on St. Pat
in Dingle, who became our mentor and good friend.
rick’s Day and went horseback riding along the beach. I
The part I loved most about our classes was how we’d attended a Kerry football match, kayaked with the famous
be in the classroom for a little while, and then the teacher Dingle Bay dolphin, Fungie, and spent the afternoon re
would say, “Okay, that’s enough. Let’s go see what we’ve laxing on the Blasket Islands.
been talking about.”
Looking back on it now, my semester in Ireland was
We went almost weekly on field trips throughout the a turning point in my life. I learned more about myself in
Dingle Peninsula to see ancient artifacts, visit holy wells, those four months than I had in the 20 years prior.
view the Irish language on signs around town, and listen to
If you re contemplating doing a two-week program or
sessions.
whole semester abroad, GO! Studying abroad opens your
I had never experienced education in such a way, yet eyes to so many new experiences and opportunities. I had
it was during those trips outside of the classroom that I such an incredible experience living in Ireland that I’m
gained the most knowledge.
planning on going to grad school there after I graduate.
Although I was hesitant to study in Dingle for the se
Although you might think that you’ll miss out on
mester because it wasn’t a major city like Galway or Dub what’s happening on campus or with your friends, there’s
lin, it honestly was the best decision I’ve made. I wouldn’t so much more to see outside of our everyday lives. Take
have been able to hike Mt. Brandon or go surfing twice the initiative and go out of your comfort zone - studying
(who would’ve thought that Ireland was known for surf- abroad is not something to be nussed.

Erin MacDonald
Perspectives Editor
When I first decided to study abroad in Dingle, Ire
land this past spring semester, I had no idea what to ex
pect.
I knew of Ireland’s major cities and some counties
from a trip I took to Galway with some friends a few
years ago, but Dingle was a place that I’d never heard of.
I decided to give it a go, so I typed “Dingle” into Google
Maps, talked to some students who had gone before, and
flew out on Jan. 9.
The six of us going for the semester were all anx
ious and excited for the upcoming months to unfold as we
collected our luggage at Shannon airport and began the
journey to Dingle. No sooner had we arrived at our cot

In the months leading up to the 2011 NFL football
season, there was much doubt as to whether or not there
would be football on Sundays.
After the 130 day lockout, an agreement was reached
bridging the gap between the NFL owners and the NFL
players.
Free agency opened up, and with little time between
the end of the lockout and the beginning of the NFL sea
son major trades and free-agency signings were made in a
matter of weeks. The news kept rolling in as teams raced
to sign top stars.
Making strategic moves in one of the wildest free
agency periods in recent football history, the Philadelphia
Eagles put together a star-studded team that many people
decided before they ever touched a field would have a Su-

perbowl or bust type of season.
With signings of Jason Babin, Nnamdi Asomugha,
Vince Young, Cullen Jenkins, and Dominique RodgersCromartie to add to the tremendous talent the Eagles al
ready had in Michael Vick, LeSean McCoy, Jeremy Maclin, Brent Celek, and the dymanic Desean Jackson, the
Eagles (on paper) looked like the team to beat.
Ready to build off his “Comeback Player of the
Year” award, Michael Vick was eager to take the field
as the franchise quarterback for the first time since being
released from prison.
Who would have thought after four weeks of foot
ball, the Philadelphia Eagles, the self-proclaimed “Dream
Team,” would be sitting at 1-3 at the bottom of the lacklus
ter NFC East.
With losses to the Falcons, Giants,
and most recently the 49ers, the Eagles
are on downward sp^j|gj,nnifh nr^ cipnc
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Blake Campbell
Sports Editor
of things getting better.
Michael Vick has been knocked out of two of the four
games with injuries to his hand and head, while new fans
have been knocked off the bandwagon.
It seems like the only support for the team now comes
from the Philadelphia faithful, who can be brutal at times.
The fact of the matter is, if the Eagles don’t pick it
up soon, the season may be lost, and there will be hell to
pay as we all know how impatient Philadelphia fans are as
they thirst for a Super Bowl title.
There’s a lot of football left to be played so let’s just
hope the “Dream Team” can wake up in time for the play-
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EFavorite
ditor’s Choice
photos taken by your Spectrum staff

Megan Pulone
Assistant Photography Editor
I took this photo from the top of the Blarney Castle when I was studying
abroad in Ireland this past May.

Sept. 28 issue correction:
The photo on page 13 was not of the “Heart Attack” fan section, it was an independent group
of fans who call themselves the “SHU CRU.”

^

Arts & Entertainment
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David Cassidy shows
audience how to *get happy’
Lisa Panzarino

StaffReporter
Cassidy performed in the Edgerton Cen
ter for Performing Arts on Saturday, Oct. 1,
2011 before a large crowd.
He started the show with his classic,
“C’mon Get Happy,” and immediately the
crowd got louder.
“[David Cassidy] is very talented and a
very nice individual. I used to watch the ‘Par
tridge Family’ when I was younger and I just
knew then he was a very talented young man,”
said concert-goer Betsy Redgate.
The connection between the audience and
the performer did not cease between songs.
He told the audience he wanted to make
this show intimate and make them a part of his
musical journey.
After the second song he played, “Point
Me in the Direction of Alburquerque,” a fan
held up a poster of the Partridge family bus
with their pictures on it.
Cassidy brought the poster on stage and
joked, “Well that was a long time ago.”
When he played his first “Partridge Fam
ily” song, one woman and a few men ran up to
the stage for an up close view.
This started a trend, as most of the audito
rium ran to the fi'ont of the stage, sticking out
their hands, waiting and hoping to get a hand
shake from Cassidy.
Cassidy inspired the audience with sto
ries of his personal journey fi-om 70s teen heart
throb to a rock star.
He thanked the audience for their “gift”
to him, allowing him the ability to perform
over 2,000 shows.

He commented about his high school
dream to be an actor, move to New York, and
be successful.
“I went to 200 auditions before someone
would cast me,” Cassidy said. “I guess those
200 people were dead wrong.”
Taking from his experiences as an artist,
Cassidy told the audience he made a special
coimection with students who are involved in
the arts.
Junior Brittany D’Adamo took his stories
to heart.
“I think it’s great how he connects with
the audience, and is able to make it personal
and tell us his story,” she said. “Him telling us
to never give up just gives more inspiration to
not give up on your dream.”
Cassidy demonstrated his musical talents
by playing the drums and guitar. He even al
lowed his drummer a singing solo, while he
took over the drum beat.
Before he sang his last song, “I Think I
Love You,” he reflected on the love and ap
preciation he has for his fans.
He told them he hoped that the song
would bring light to everyone’s life.
After the finale, Cassidy blew the audi
ence a kiss and exited the stage.
The crowd continued to cheer until the
lights came on.
Long-time fan Lorraine Valencia enjoyed
the show just as she would have when she
younger.
“Seeing David on that stage tonight
hrought me back to when I would watch him
on ‘The Partridge Family’ show,” she said. “I
felt like I was a little kid watching one of my
favorites singers perform for me.”

Avatar’ADVENTURES coming to Disney
James Cameron confirms big budget ^Avatar^ theme park set to open by 2016

Chris Hindenach

StaffReporter
Director James Cameron will be taking audiences deeper into the planet Pandora
with the 2016 opening of “Avatar Land,” an interactive Disney World attraction, based
on his three dimensional, blockbuster hit, “Avatar.”
Cameron told MSNBC, the ideas for the park are based oflF of fan requests.
“The scenes that people liked best were not the obvious things like the big battle
scenes,” he said. “It was the creatures, it was learning to fly, it was being in the forest at
night.”
The UK’s Daily Mail reports, “The park will see the planet Pandora created. Park
visitors will be able to walk through rainforests and experience the oceans.”
Senior Morgan Ibarrondo has a few ideas of her own that she would like to see in
corporated into the park.
“I would love to be in an environment where there’s a luminescent world to ex
plore,” she said. “I’m really interested in seeing the flora and fauna of the film coming to
life. It would also be interesting if there was a ride where you were able to fly a Banshee
like the Na’vi.”
While the exact details of rides and interactive methods have yet to be released,
Cameron did give a few details when speaking with MSNBC.
“Our goal is to go beyond current boundaries of technical innovation and experi
ential storytelling, and give park-goers the chance to see, hear and touch the world of
‘Avatar’ with an unprecedented sense of reality,” he said.
Cameron also confirmed that the park will not open until the release of the “Avatar”
sequels. This will allow elements of all three movies to be incorporated into the park.
Visitors will be able to explore the land with all their senses, Cameron told the Mi
ami Herald
“As long as it’s thematically consistent, as long as it looks and feels and smells the
way you imagine it, then we’ve succeeded,” he said.
According to the LA Times, the park is estimated to cost $500 million, and will be
located within the already existent Animal Kingdom.
The idea of an “Avatar” park may make sense coming on the heels of such a successfill movie, but some Sacred Heart students don’t think the idea is practical.
Junior Lauren Cebello does not like the fact that the park will be built within the
Animal Kingdom.
“Right now, the kids can go and see, up close, all the animals they see in movies or

that their zoo at home doesn’t have, and not have to worry if they are going to reach the
height requirements for the ride,” she said. “I don’t know the exact plans for this new
‘Avatar’ theme park, but if the rides are anything like the movie, it is very doubtful that
there will be anything left for the little kids to enjoy there.”
Senior, Amy Rossi, has similar concerns about the park’s appeal to all age groups.
“I love the movie but I think it is a bit much to add, especially since it will be located
in the Animal Kingdom,” she said. “I’m sure they will have cool rides and attractions, but
at the same time I think that Universal theme parks had a better idea with the ‘Harry Pot
ter’ attraction, which appeals to all ages. It added more spark to their park than ‘Avatar’
will to Disney,” she said.
The logistics of “Avatar Land” have yet to be revealed, but “Avatar” fans have a lot
to look forward to.
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Celebs speak out:
Bullying must stop
Ryan Farrar

StaffReporter
Last year there were five highly publicized
cases of teenagers taking their lives as a result
of peer bullying. This month, 14-year-old Jamey
Rodemeyer was added to that list, making some
celebrities say, enough is enough..
Using her Twitter account to reach her 14
million followers. Lady Gaga posted, “Jamey
Rodemeyer, 14 yrs old, took his life because of
bullying. Bullying must become be illegal. It is a
hate crime.”
She went on to say, “I am meeting with our
President. I will not stop fighting. This must end.
Our generation has the power to end it. Trend it
#MakeALawForJamey. ”
Ricky Martin has also taken to his social me
dia site in order to raise awareness for the issue.
He tweeted, “How many lives do we have to
lose to finally stop the harassment, hatred, bigotry,
abuse? #bullying #MakeALawForJamey.”
The increasingly problematic issue has many
other celebrities take a stand as well.
Aime Hathaway, Demi Lovato, Neil Patrick
Harris, and Ellen DeGeneres, are only a few of the
celebrities who have spoken out on the issue since
the suicides last year.
Many celebrities have taken the time to talk
about anti-bullying in personal videos featured on
DoSomething.org.
“This needs to be a wake up call to everyone,
that teenage bullying and teasing is an epidemic in
this country and the death rate is climbing,” said
DeGeneres in her video on the site. “My heart is
breaking ... for our society that continues to let
this happen,”
The concern with this issue is one that some
Sacred Heart University students also have.

“You see bullying in middle school and you
expect that by high school it will stop, but that’s
obviously not the case,” said senior James Meeg.
“Even in college you see it. Something needs to be
done to end this, and soon.”
However, sophomore Ryan Bushman thinks
that there are even deeper issues that needs to be
addressed, rather than just jail time.
“Things need to happen within schools in
stead of bringing police in,” he said. “Maybe send
the bullies to therapy or different programs to help
them focus on the underlying issue for their hab
its.”
With the help of celebrities, bloggers, and
YouTube videos, President Obama had been made
aware of these incidents and the need for change.
According to the Huffington Post, he plans to
attend the Federal Partners in Bullying Prevention
Summit in Washington D.C. to discuss an end to
bullying with state and national groups.
However, some students believe that even a
federal law will not help reduce the number of bul
lying victims.
“Kids are still going to be kids,” said senior
Emmett Manning. “A 12-year-old won’t care if
there’s a law that says he can’t make fun of some
kid. Bullying has been going on forever and kids
need to learn to take appropriate measures when it
happens,”
However, action has already been taken in
some parts of the country.
According to NJ.com, in East Hanover, NJ,
the “Anti-Bullying Bill of Rights” allows a child
to bypass their principal and take a school bullying
case directly to officials.
Whether it is a push for legal or psychologi
cal action, it doesn’t seem like America is backing
down from taking a stand against bullying anytime
soon.

The really desperate
housewives of New York City
Bravo replaces four cast members ofNYC spin-off
Chelsea Ilg

about all of this very soon and announcing some
exciting new projects,” said Zarin’s rep, speaking
StaffReporter
to the Hollywood Reporter.
Barshop, who was an entrepreneur before she
While the metaphorical hair pulling, and ver
was
a
reality star, is confident her time on the show
bally abusive “digs” may have contributed to rat
helped
her beauty business.
ings, Bravo has decided to give a pink slip to four
“I’m a hundred percent good with this deci
New York City housewives.
As the New York spin off to “The Real sion,” she said to a Hollywood reporter. “Everyone
Housewives” fianchise heads into season five, cast knows the Completely Bare spas nationally now.”
While Zarin, and Barshop may be looking to
members Alex McCord, Jill Zarin, Kelly Bensitheir futures without the show, McCord and Van
mon and Cindy Barshop, will not be joining.
“It is a friendly departure among the other Kempen are not yet ready to move on.
According to E! Online, “the couple are fight
ladies and we continue to have on-going discus
sions with them,” said Bravo in a statement to the ing for their reality TV lives, attempting to sway
the powers that be to stay on the show and still
Huffington Post.
Bravo may think the departure was “fiiend- collect a paycheck from Bravo.”
The show must go on, even without these
ly,” but McCord is not saying many nice things
four women and their drama. However, sopho
about the cut.
In true housewife fashion, McCord and hus more Hayley Boyle is confident that she will no
band Simon Van Kempen, are putting the blame tice the void.
“I really enjoyed the show with all of the cast
for their recent job loss on Zarin.
“[Zarin] has been trying to get me off the members, even though it did get crazy at times,”
show for a number of years ... she succeeded,” she said. “I really am going to miss watching it
McCord said to ABC News. “She’s a manipulator with all of the old members.”
Veterans Luann de Lessepps, Ramona Sing
and she’s very good at feeding information to her
er, and Sonja Morgan will be sticking around, but
own end.”
After the comment, Zarin responded with an sophomore Jamie Barmakian is leery of the show’s
fate after the re-casting.
unexpected, pleasant response.
“This used to be one of my favorite shows,
“Alex and Simon’s allegations represent the
type of negativity that Jill is eager to move on but who knows now what it is going to happen
fi'om. Jill will continue to take the high road and with new cast members filling in,” she said.
While the Housewives’s success may be dead
wish Alex and Simon nothing but the best,” said
for Zarin, McCord, Bensimon, and Barshop, they
Zarin’s rep to US Weekly.
While it may not be televised, the competi are keeping the drama alive.
As stated in the article in US Weekly, “You
tion amongst the ladies may go on for much lon
ger, as none of them plan to step out. of the lime can take the ladies out of ‘Real Housewives of
New York,’ but you can’t take the ‘Real House
light.
“Jill looks forward to personally opening up wives’ out of the ladies.”

A piece from Giamvattista Valli’s fall collection at NYC’s fashion
week, which took place last month.

Fall Fashion Frenzy
Caitlyn Wrynn

Contributing Writer
It’s officially fall, and it’s not just the leaves that are changing. It’s
time to transition from shorts and flip flops to leggings and sweaters.
Although many people dread the end of summer, one great thing
for fashionistas during fall is the ability to accessorize. From scar&
and vests, to boots and handbags, fall fashion gives you limitless pos
sibilities.
This year’s fall fashion is all about the bold. Use eccentric acces
sories and vibrant colors to layer as well.
Teen Vogue gives some hints on what is fashion forward this sea
son.
s^Ccbrdirtg to thermagazirie,“Luxurious kni^, Navajo jjrints ifl8
clean denim are key this chilly season. Don’t forget to add pops of
color with your accessories and layer on those jewels.”
So ladies, if you are going to wear a plain brown shirt, pair it with
a bold accessory, such as a red bangle bracelet or an oversized ring.
Navajo prints are sure to get you recognized in the halls with eye pop
ping patterns and bold coloring.
Another interesting trend this fall is androgyny, which is a combi
nation of masculine and feminine characteristics.
According to Millionlooks.com, “The whole world seems to be
changing. Men become more like women and women strive to look
and act like men.”
The article explains how this will result in a variety of masculine
shirts, suits, boots, and hats in a majority of fall and winter collections.
This trend will appear in line fi-om designers like Chanel, Dolce &
Gabbana, Sonia Rykiel, Stella McCartney, and Balenciaga.
For ladies, try pairing a pair ofjeans with a boyfiiend blazer, or a
pair of trendy combat boots.
Alyssa Shapiro fi'om Glamour Magazine dishes on the hot nail
colors for this season as well.
In her piece, “Fall 2012 Nail Trends to Try,” she named manicures
with racing stripes, reverse French manicures, two-toned manicure,
red nail polish, and “sexy” nude nail polish as in style this fall.
Let it be known that this season, fashion trends are not lost on
men.
GQ magazine suggests trends for the “well-dressed gentleman”
this season, and how to wear it with style.
Today: rocker tuxes, killer scarves, and ace puffer jackets,” the
magazine said of current male trends.
Similar to the ladies of this season, scarves are a must have acces
sory. Another big hit this year are turtlenecks.
“Turtlenecks were in every designer’s collection,” said GQ.
However, these tips maybe for the more passionate male fashioni
stas, as junior David Bray isn’t convinced that he should be dressing so
out of his comfort zone.
T don’t know what a rocker tux is so I probably wouldn’t wear
it,” said Bray. “This year, he says, he will be sticking to sweatpants and
jeans.
For anyone who is looking to change up their look, or just con
tinue to take their style into the new season, there are a variety of new
designers to look out for.
Marc Anthony’s new collection is coming to Kohl’s, and offers
affordable pieces geared toward the male fashion enthusiast, and the
Kardashian’s line is now at Sears.
For fall foot fashions, Christian Siriano’s shoe collection is now at
Payless.
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WHERE IN THE WORLD IS
Professor Terry Neu?
Kelly Taylor

StaffReporter
For Prof. Terry Neu, eating bugs, reptiles, and snakes is not something gross - it’s
just dinner.
This lively, natural bom explorer was bom in Abilene, TX and will be the first the
tell you, “I’m not the one with the fimny accent, ya’ll are.”
His resume includes coaching both football and soccer teams for his children, driv
ing a school bus for a high school in rural Central Ark., and teaching biology and history
at a high school level.
However, at Sacred Heart, Neu is one of the El Salvador delegation leaders. He is
responsible for guiding a group of 15 Sacred Heart students to the developing country of
El Salvador.
As a delegation leader, Neu assists in interviewing candidates for the trip, educating
the new group about their journey, in particular with what they will endure while on the
mission trip. Neu’s presence on the trip is something many students look forward to every
year.
“Professor Neu is such an energetic, knowledgeable, and informative person,” said
one of last year’s participants, graduate student Lauren Merriam.
Upon arriving in El Salvador Neu, the three other delegation leaders and 15 partici
pants begin their work on the mission. Due to his familiarity with the culmre, Neu is able
to become a liaison for the group.
“I make the connection between the students and townspeople. I am pretty familiar
with the way the town operates, so I know how to act as this figure to them,” said Neu. “I
also ensure that the transition for the students in this new world is comfortable. This trip
will be life changing for all of them.”
Neu explains that his attachment and love for the El Salvador trip has grown im
mensely over the years.
“I am the only faculty member at the university who has journeyed to El Salvador 14
times. It really is my second home,” he said.
Merriam reinforces the sentiment by saying that her trip to El Salvador would not
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have been the same without Neu.
“You can tell he has been on the El Salvador trip many times. It was a big help to us
to have him. He would answer our millions of questions about everything,” she said.
Neu describes that his journey to the country is increasingly gratifying each time he
returns. He has both shared and experienced life-changing moments with the natives.
“Of all my trips, El Salvador is closest to my heart, I have truly learned the difference
between cultures, and the true meaning of appreciation,” said Neu. “There have been
many instances that have left impressions on me.”
Neu described one particular story of a man from a local village, who showed great
appreciation for the work efforts he and his team were completing on a community cen
ter.
“One day, after working on the center for almost six days, the village cow boy had
given me one of his 12 chickens. Chickens to them are a form of wealth, and to have been
given one just was an honor,” he said.
Director of the Volunteer Programs, Margaret Casey, also shares an appreciation for
the work Neu has done.
“For the students that go to El Salvador, and don’t know him before they leave, they
don’t realize until they are there how at home Terry is in El Salvador. He knows everyone
there, and they all love and appreciate him, ” Casey said.

“Prof. Neu is a larger than life figure. He has a wonder in every
thing that he is doing and he leaves an imprint on people’s lives”
— Margaret Casey, Director of Volunteer Programs
However, leading tiie El Salvador Delegation is not all that Neu has to offer the worid.
“My travels really began when I was working for the National Research Center on
the Gifted and Talented. The connections I made there really launched my career,” Neu
said.
He explained that he has initiated and directed many educational research programs
on grant.
“I work with a project called Project High Hopes,” he said. “It is a program that has
allowed me to travel across the nation speaking about differentiating instruction for high
ability students with disabilities.
I have instructed programs on a concept called dual differentiation. It is a way of
teaching that takes into consideration student’s strengths. We use technology and audio
visuals to teach students a new way of learning. We want to students to have to ability to
produce their own product.”
Neu explains that all his traveling has given him a greater awareness of the world.
“Traveling enlightens your perception of others and informs you that life on this
planet is varied, full of diversity, and quite challenging for many. Simple things are taken
for granted in these United States that are highly prized in other areas of the world,” he
said.
Neu believes it is extremely important for many American citizens to realize just
how lucky they are.
“Connecticut’s recent Hurricane Irene experience forced people to consider that
fresh water and electricity are not givens. This fact is every day life in the majority of
developing countries,” he said.
The professor’s work has touched countless lives around the globe.
“Prof. Neu is a larger than life figure,” said Casey. “He has a wonder in everything
that he is doing and he leaves an imprint on people’s lives. Education is a part of Terry; he
has to help other people experience education. He is just a natural bom teacher, and role
model.”

Professor Terry Neu is more than familiar with the wild life in El Salvador

Fall fun at Jones* Family Farm
Meghan Pero

Staff Reporter
With autumn’s arrival, it’s time for your favorite sea
sonal activities.
Jones Family Farm, located in Shelton, Conn., of
fers Sacred Heart University students a “day-cation” filled
with fall fun.
Originally started as a working farm in the 1850’s by
Phillip Jones, it still remains in the Jones family six gen
erations later.
In the farm’s brochure, Terry Jones expresses the love
he has for his work.
“We’re a farm that cares passionately for the land and
we hope we can share that passion with you,” he said.
The farm itself is nestled in the windy roads of Shel
ton and gives visitors the opportunity to get away from the
hustle and bustle of every day life.
In the month of October, the farm offers pumpkin
picking, com mazes, and hayrides. Throughout the year.

visitors have the opportunity to pick strawberries, blueber
ries and purchase Christmas trees as well.
“We have over 50 varieties of squash and pumpkins,”
said Keith Padin, Director of Marketing at the farm. “We
really want to emphasize squash as a food and agricultural
product.”
As a part of the education programs at the farm, there
are seasonal cooking lessons offered.
Also, to promote the use of squash as a food, recipe
cards featuring three easy- to- follow recipes are distrib
uted which each purchase
Pumpkins are priced by size, ranging from $1.50 to
$30.
“Usually we have an all you can carry event,” said
Padin.
Visitors are able to purchase all of the pumpkins they
can carry in a single trip for one set price.
With pumpkin season in full swing, Padin expects
this weekend to be one of the busiest.
“The first weekend always brings a large crowd,” he

said.
The pumpkin patches are about a quarter of a mile
away from the Jones Winery, which opened in 2004.
The winery offers wine tastings and sells wine by the
bottle or the glass.
“It’s something fun for students 21 and over to come
and experience,” Padin said.
Students are also excited to share their experience at
the Jones Family Farm.
“The farm was really nice,” said senior Brian De
Poalo. “It was a really friendly environment, me and my
friends are going back in a few weeks.”
The farm is a half- hour drive from campus, filled
with scenic routes along the way.
Dining the weekend of Oct. 22 and 23, the farm will
be hosting its annual UNICEF festival.
“It’s a fun family event,” said Padin.
The farm prides itself on their warm and welcoming
atmosphere and stands by its motto, “Be good to the land
and the land will be good to you.”
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Megan Holmes was careful not to miss a thing during her overseas adventure in the Mediterranean.
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Molto is located on Post Road in Fairfield.

Molto will
HAVE
GOING
BACK FOR MORE

us

Lindsay Caiati & Kelley Bligh

Assistant Editor & Managing Editor
The bustling street of Post Road plays host to many
student-friendly bars and restaurants, but nestled between
all the others is Pizzeria Molto, Mozzerella & Wine Bar.
While this chic eatery might not be kind to your wal
let, it is sure to please your pallet. Much more than its name
implies, Molto also offers an extensive menu of tapas (ap
petizer sides dishes), paninis, pasta, seafood, salads, and
classic Italian entrees.
While the layout of the restaurant is ideal for min
gling at the bar, space is limited. Waiting to be seated with
our party of three was a rather awkward circumstance, as
there is no designated waiting area.
Once seated among the 21 crowd, the atmosphere
is comfortable and sophisticated. Our outdoor table felt
much more spacious and conducive to conversations.
Selecting entrees was an overwhelming task, as the
menu offered many appetizing choices.
Luckily the friendly wait-staff was helpful and in
formative, suggesting the perfect meal to compliment our
bottle of Artesa Pinot Noir, as well as to satisfy our own
individual preferences.
Our first course of tapas that consisted of mozzarella
fritta, and gnocchi pesto was the perfect precursor to our
entrees of North Atlantic roasted salmon, margarita pizza,
and orechiette campagna (pasta with sausage and spinach
in a pink cream sauce).
Masquerading as your average mozzarella stick,
the mozzarella fritta was light, fresh, and delicious. The
heavier gnocchi was portioned perfectly to leave room for
entrees and dessert.
Our entrees arrived promptly after we enjoyed our ap
petizers, leaving a perfect amount of time between our first
and second courses.
The salmon, cooked with lemon and herbs and served
with sauteed spinach and potatoes, was a lovely and sa
vory dish.
The large pasta dish was a perfect, and an unexpected
combination of flavors made the decision to take home the
leftovers an easy one.
The pizza, with its thin and crispy crust, was slightly
burnt, but still enjoyable. The roasted tomatoes, basil, and
mozzarella were expertly proportioned and redeemed its
overall quality.
Even though the main courses were satisfying and fill
ing, we finished off the meal right with tiramisu, cheese
cake, and cannoli filling dip for dessert. Disappointingly,
the creme brulee was not available but the desserts we
ended up with soon made us forget our dissatisfaction.
Though we were initially apprehensive about what
awaited us when we were assigned this review, we have to
say that ultimately, Molto impressed us and, as full as we
were when we left that night, kept us wanting more.
We may have to save up first, but we will be returning
to Molto when we can.

+

Holmes spends summer at
sea, explores world and self
Alyssa Amoroso

Staff Reporter
While most Sacred Heart University students spent
their summer working, interning, or on the beach, sopho
more Megan Holmes opted for something more unusual.
Holmes set sail aboard an MV explorer ship for two
and a half months.
“I spent my sununer sailing through the Mediterra
nean stopping in Spain, Italy, Croatia, Greece, Bulgaria,
Turkey, and Morocco,” said Holmes.
Although Holmes visited many diverse places, it was
sailing on the ship that left such a large impact on her sununer.
“My favorite place I was this summer was right on
board the MV Explorer sailing through the Atlantic and
Mediterranean,” said Holmes. “It might seem unusual,
but I really loved the simplicity of the ocean.
“I fell in love with the atmosphere of watching the
sunrise with no distractions, seeing dolphins and whales,
watching the calmness in the middle of the ocean and
watching a breathtaking sunset every evening.”
Everyday at sea, the students would take three class
es. When the ship would dock, academic field trips were
available.
Classes such as Global Studies, Introduction to Cul
tural Anthropology, and Religions of the Modem Medi

terranean were among the options where college credit
was given.
While traveling, some sights surprised Holmes. She
referred to Bulgaria as “the hidden gem of the trip.” There
she went on a jeep safari excursion through the national
park, ate local meals, relaxed at the beach, and visited the
historical town of Nessebar.
“In Nessebar I went to the salt and mud baths,” said
Holmes. “We all had to sit in the Salt Lakes of Bourgas,
which smelt of sulfur. Then we had to cover ourselves
with rich, dark mud and wait for it to dry before washing
it off in the ocean.”
Holmes also expressed her unexpected liking of Tmkey during her semester at sea.
“Although Turkey wasn’t my favorite port on this
trip, I did enjoy a lot about it,” she said. “I was glad we
were able to be in a country that is primarily Muslim, and
were able to sge how people act during Ramadan. It was
interesting to hear the call to prayer five times a day.”
Holmes explained how her semester at sea left a long
lasting impression. It was the trip that helped her realize
what she loved to do.
“I discovered who I really am,” Holmes said. “It was
when I didn’t have the things that made me feel content
that I had to know who I was and what I wanted. I found
myself when I became a traveler.”
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W. Volleyball goes 2-1 over the weekend
Emily Pepe
Staff Reporter
The Pitt Center was flooded with Pioneer red and
white as the Sacred Heart University women’s volleyball
team battled the Big East powerhouse Marquette Univer
sity Golden Eagles in front of a packed crowd of over 600
screaming fans last Thursday night.
The ladies fell short of a victory as they lost 3-1 in a
non-conference match.
“It was a good effort against a very strong opponent,”
said head coach Rob Machan. “We competed hard for
most of the match and were able to keep pressure on Mar
quette.”
The Golden Eagles came ready to attack in the first
game taking an early 8-3 lead over the Pioneers. The girls
would fight back cutting the lead to 13-8. It would be all
Marquette from there, as they finished the game 25-15.
After the first game, the Pioneers regrouped and re
focused as they came out on fire, turning the table on Mar
quette taking an early 4-1 lead in the second game.
This early surge had the student Heart Attack section
pumped up and feeling confident in their team.
“When we have the break we need to be very aggres
sive,” said senior Jessica Colberg. “The first five points are
very important”.
Junior Johaima Ovesenek and graduate student Kimmee Roleder led attack for the Pioneers; Ovesenek finished
the set with six kills while Roleder had nine.
Marquette would test the Pioneers defense, closing
the gap several times before the Pioneers finally closed the
game winning 25-23.
“I feel in the first game we had to get accustomed to
Marquette’s physicality, but after we did, we recognized
that even though we weren’t as tall as they were across
the board, we were just as physical,” said Machan. “It was
more of the team gaining confidence in what we can do.”
Going into the third game both teams were even at
one game a]^ece, but it would be the Golden Eagles once
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Sophomore Dianis Meracado goes for the kill in Thursday’s matchup against Marquette.

two games to one.
The fourth game would be the closest game through “We were very efficient with our offense and Jessica and
out the series, as the Pioneers looked to hold olf the Gold the defense had an outstanding match for the most part,”
said Machan. “We need to shore up a few more things but
en Eagles to send it to a fifth set.
The Pioneers held on to a thin lead early in the game. we are moving in the right direction.”
In the third game the Bulldogs took the win, 25-21, as
Colberg helped keep the lead for the Pioneers as two of her
they were able to take advantage of the Pioneers mistakes.
serves were aces making their lead 24-22.
Marquette continued to contend for the lead against Bryant’s Emily Kaup led the Bulldogs with 11 kills in the
the Pioneers as they eventually evened out the game 24 match as they made it 3-1.
The Pioneers finished off. the Bulldogs, taking the
all. The Golden Eagles and the Pioneers would exchange
points, but the Golden Eagles would finish the game off fourth game 25-19. The win against Bryant improves the
Pioneers record to 12-5, and 3-0 in conference play.
27-25 and take the match 3-1.
outWafTSii^eia
“We feel really good about going into conference
iWKIfOff Saturday the Pioneers looked to rebound from
Coach Machan would call a timeout to try to help their loss as they traveled to R.l to take on their conference games,” said Mesa. “We know we have the ability to per
regain his team’s composure.
opponent, the Bryant Bulldogs, for the second time this form at a high level and now we just need to execute that.
“We came out strong in the set with the team execut season.
I have full confidence we can win the NEC’s again, but in
ing but we were unable to finish plays,” he said. “After the
“Playing Marquette helped us a little in preparing for order to do that, we still have a lot to work on and we can
timeout, we got our setting back in order and were able to Bryant, but every game is a completely different and a new always continue to get better and strive to perform at a
regain our composure and get back into the match rela game so we refocused,” said freshman Alisa Mesa.
higher level.”
tively quickly.”
The Pioneers took control of the first game dominat
The Pioneers defeated Central Connecticut State 3-1
The Pioneers would not go away, as they fought back ing Bryant 25-14. Junior Megan Pulone had 28 assists in on Sunday, and will travel to Army tonight (Oct. 5) for
16-13, but were unable to overtake Marquette as they ulti- the first game while Roleder had 12 kills. In the second another non-conference matchup.
mately lost the match 25-17. The Golden Eagles went u
game, the Pioneers stayed in control winning 25-20.

Athletic training staff keeps Sacred Heart ^beating*
Rskcndrick Vsrnado
Staff Reporter
The sound of Michael Jackson’s
“Thriller,” the smell of Icy Hot, and the
sight of Pioneer gray and red fill the room
on a daily basis.
For any athlete at Sacred Heart
University, it’s quite obvious where to find
this haven.
The Sacred Heart athletic training
staff is composed of 11 certified athletic
trainers; five are full-time and six are part
time.
There are 31 varsity teams and 23
club sports on campus. When these ath
letes are in pain or hurt, they are taken care
of by the athletic training staff.
“The training staff is around to help
ensure that our athletes stay healthy and
hydrated,” said Greg Jones, graduate assis
tant football coach and former Sacred
Heart football player.
Each trainer is responsible for two
to four spiorts teams, which are normally
assigned by head athletic trainer Julie
Alexander and associate head athletic
trainer Leo Katsetos.
Athletic trainers typically work 60
hours a week while in season. They must
be present at all practices, games, and
workouts.
They must also provide time for reha

biiitatinn
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injuredathiofoc
athletes

Trainers usually start their day around
7 a.m. with early practices, workouts or
treatment of injured players and end their
days around 5 p.m.
This can vary depending on whether
or not the team has a game or a day off.
Working the long hours does not
affect the work ethic of the training staff
because they love what they do.
“I enjoy working with an athlete
[starting at] their worst possible moment,
when they get an injury, and working them
through that and getting them back on the
field to return to the sport that they love,
successfully,” said assistant athletic trainer
Tara Stritch.
The training staff works hand in hand
with the coaches on campus to make sure
players come back as soon as possible, but
not so early that they risk re-injury.
“As a coach, we communicate with
them very often about certain players and
injuries, and helping to decide what’s best
for the player in the immediate future and
long term,” said Jones.
Their dedication and hard work does
not go unnoticed.
“The athletic training staff here is
great,” said sophomore Chris Evans. ’’The
training staff has helped me overcome a
severe ankle sprain last basketball season,
and now they’re currently helping me
overcome tendonitis in my knee.”

•
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The trainers typically treat a num
ber of injuries ranging from soreness in
muscles to anterior cruciate ligament tears.
“When an injury occurs, we do an
initial evaluation and then we can heat,
ice, or perform electrical treatments,” said
Stritch. ”We can refer to physicians if
needed and also provide rehabilitation
programs.”
If an athlete gets hurt there are a num
ber of activities that an athletic trainer can
provide.
“The training staff here is second to
none,” said Jones. “They know how to
take care of players, and give them all of
the best options available in diagnosing
injuries.”
Student trainers also play a pivotal
role to the athletic training room.
“They get outsourced to all of our
varsity sports, club sports, high schools
as well as other colleges in the area,” said
assistant athletic trainer. Shannon Bonini.
“Their job is to facilitate with the ath
letic trainer to help the team to apply what
they’re learning in the classroom, to what
they are seeing,” she added.
There are also 55 student trainers
who range from sophomores to seniors.
These student trainers work along side the
training staff, gaining experience through
physical contact and observation.
“They are very proactive when it
comes to rehab and treatment and have a

great program with the younger student
trainers that are learning hands on in there
everyday,” said Evans.
The student trainers must also be pres
ent at games and practices while attending
school.
“It is definitely a challenge and you
have to be dedicated, but once you figure
out a way to manage your time, you can
really find a good balance between the
clinical experience and school work,” said
junior student trainer Lisa Scarlino.
The environment of the athletic train
ing room is laid-back with smooth music
playing. Occasional laughter can be heard
throughout the room as athletic trainers
work one-on-one with athletes.
“Developing patient trust makes us
more effective at our job,” said Bonini.
In a national study, athletes who have
been treated by athletic trainers have rated
humor as the number one factor that deter
mines whether or not they like and trust an
athletic trainer.
The athletic training staff is an impor
tant part of Sacred Heart athletics because
they keep the athletes healthy and able to
perform at the highest level possible.
“They try and get us back on the play
ing fields as quickly and safely as possible,
and if those decisions were made by play
ers or coaches we might ruin ourselves by
being too competitive and coming back
too soon,” said Evans.
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Field Hockey ^Sticks it to Cancer’
the people who have conquered cancer,
who are still fighting it, and finally the peo
ple who we have lost to cancer,” Melillo
said.
Laced in pink, the Sacred Heart Uni
The team would do more than offer
versity field hockey team tightened up their proceeds from the game as they had
their cleats and griped their sticks freshly other fundraisers plaimed for the day.
wrapped in pink tape ready to face Lock
They also accepted donations, held a
Haven University.
bake sale, and sold T-shirts to raise funds
This match was more than just a game for cancer awareness.
to them as they had a more important cause
The campaign is very close to home
in mind.
for Sacred Heart’s field hockey team. The
The field hockey team participated game and event was dedicated to Ken Hoin the second annual “Stick it to Cancer” eppner, father of junior defender Maddie
campaign Saturday afternoon held by the Hoeppner, who is battling Central Ner
leading cancer charity. National Founda vous System Lymphoma. He is recently
tion for Cancer Research.
received a successful stem cell transplant.
“It’s our first year doing the ‘Stick it
“My teammates and I have silver
to Cancer’ game so I am really excited to bracelets that say ‘Ken’s Girls’ on them in
be representing such a great cause,” said support of Maddie’s dad,” said Melillo.
red shirt Junior goalkeeper Kelsey Cox.
The support shown by the team is an
The National Foundation for Cancer example of the unity of the Sacred Heart
Research has supplied over $288 million in field hockey team.
direct support of cancer orientated research
“I feel blessed to have such giving
since it began in 1973.
and loving teammates,” Hoeppner said.
This year. Sacred Heart’s field hockey
“The fact that my coaches proposed
team planned on contributing to that statis the dedication be towards my dad shows
tic.
me how much the school cares for its
“I think this event is great to keep up members.”
the awareness of cancer and the effects on
Although it is the team’s first time
the people who have it,” said seiuor for participating, the overwhelming response
ward Alex Melillo.
to the event suggests otherwise.
The event gives teams around the
Coach Blais said, “The amount of
nation an opportunity to donate proceeds support we have received in such a short
from at least one of their games to the amount of time has been tremendous.”
foundation.
With only one mass e-mail. Sacred
“This day will be a day to celebrate Heart students were more than willing to

Bill Romaniello
Staff Reporter
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The field hockey team rallies together in support of breast cancer awareness.
join in.
“After sending one global we have
had people from all over campus wanting
to purchase shirts and bake for the bake
sale,” Blais said.
Players from other teams at Sacred
Heart also showed their support for can
cer this weekend. Members of the football
team wore pink armbands and used pink
tape for their game against Central Con
necticut.
Freshman running back Keshaudas
Spence wore his new pink Nike cleats in
support.
“My aimt had breast cancer and she

beat it. I’m a big supporter of the breast
cancer cause so I felt like going all out for
all the women across the world who have
breast cancer. It made me feel like I was
playing for all of them,” said Spence.
The event gave fans and students out
side of the field hockey team a chance to
come together and support a major cause.
Hoeppner said, “I’m just glad that we
can do something to support the NFCR’s
pursuit for a cure. I think the more aware
ness we bring, the more people will realize
that cancer really isn’t that rare of a thing
and that it has probably impacted someone
you know.”

falls short on Pennsylvania road trip
Peter Mormino
Staff Writer
The Sacred Heart University women’s
soccer team traveled to Pennsylvania this
past weekend to take on the Red Flash
of Saint Francis University (PA) and the
Colonials of Robert Morris University.
The Pioneers would come up empty
after dropping both games, making their
record 5-4-3 (1-2-1) on the year.
“This weekend was a rough one, it’s
unfortunate that we worked hard, but were
unable to get what we wanted,” said junior
Lauren Boccio.
“If we keep our heads up and stay
focused for the rest of the season we’ll sit
right where we want to be for the NEC
playoffs.”
The Pioneers were relentless, outshooting the Red Flash 14-7, but were
unable to capitalize with double the
attempts.
2010’s NEC Player of the Year Tesa
McKibben put two behind junior goal
keeper Sydney Judkins, leading the Red
Flash past the Pioneers 2-0.
“We fought hard and it was a tough
game, especially with the field condi
tions,” said senior Amanda Stiles. “The
game was much slower. It was difficult to
play the game we’re used to.”
The Pioneers would travel to Moon
Township, Penn, for their second game of
the weekend.
A cold and rainy afternoon lead to an
overtime thriller. The final whistle blew
leaving the Pioneers on the bitter end of it
after a hard fought 90 minutes in addition
to overtime.
“The field was barely playable,” said
senior Erika Wicke. “The ball wouldn’t
even move because of the puddles and
people were sliding everywhere. It was a
mud pit.”
Outshooting their opponent once
again, the Pioneers had 13 shots to Robert
Morris’ seven. The Pioneers also had 14

comers to the Colonials three con
Jnable to oehefit from their bffensive opportunities, the Pioneers were held
scoreless.
“We dominated the whole game
against Robert Morris, but we didn’t finish
on our opportunities so unfortunately they
scored with four minutes left in overtime,”
said Wicke.
The Colonials ended the game in the
second overtime when Jamie Moira sent in
a deep crossing pass to Brianne Bell who
settled and one touch delivered a shot past
Judkins.
“We’re learning from theses losses
and know what we need to correct and
we’re putting this behind us to continue to
strive for our goals,” said Stiles.
Coach Kim Banner is ciurently in
her seventh season heading the Pioneers
women’s soccer program.
Earning a spot in the Northeast
Conference playoffs in her first three sea
sons, she is looking to make a fourth
appearance.
“Coach Banner is constantly striv
ing to make our team better,” said junior
Mikaela Wolf. “Doing whatever it takes
is imperative in being successful, and our
ultimate goal of becoming the top team in
the Northeast Conference is what we are
seeking.”
Junior captain Jen Mulvey also cred
ited Coach Banner as well.
“She’s definitely had a new coaching
outiook going into this year,” said Mulvey.
“Her philosophy has helped our team
on and off the field bringing us closer
together as well as more of a well-rounded
team.”
Mulvey continues to keep a positjjp
outlook on the rest of the season, not
letting the events from this weekend in
Pennsylvania.
“We had a rough weekend in
Pennsylvania but it’s going to motivate us
to work that much harder throughout the
rest of the season,” she said.

The Spectrum/ Leah Salindong

The Pioneers dropped both of their contests this past weekend,
“It’s helpful that she stresses the
importance of learning from the losses and
moving forward.”
The Pioneers understand it is vital to
have a short-term memory after a loss and
move forward.
“The losses this weekend are going
to light a fire under our team which will
push us to work harder,” said junior Mia
Gardner.
“We have a good portion of our con
ference games left on our schedule, finish
ing strong will be key in determining our
playoff position.”
The Pioneers travel to Bryant

University on Sunday for a match against
the Bulldogs.
The Pioneers return home next Friday,
Oct. 14 at 4 p.m. on Campus Field against
Farleigh Dickinson University.
The Pioneers schedule consists of
NEC play the rest of the way, closing out
the regular season .with four of five games
on Campus Field.
Stats courtesy ofSacred Heart Athletic
Communications.
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Freshman Alissa Young (#12) flies high in a losing effort to Marquette. The Pioneers travel to West Point, NY for a match with Army tonight
(Oct. 5).

